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Born the youngest of nine children, Alice Cooling was born during Queen Victoria’s reign. After
generations in Dorset, her entire extended family had emigrated to America. She arrived at age
five on a sailing ship. The entire family settled in the pre-Civil War Midwest, most in the Rockford
area. The Cooling family extended from New York to California by the end of her life. It also
meant they knew each other less and less well. This memoir puts her daily and family life in the
context of the places and times she lived. She was a lady with grit.



ByMargaret Weber BurkeCopyright @ 2021 byMargaret Weber BurkeALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
NO part of this book may be reproduced or transmitted in any form by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying and recording, or by any information storage and retrieval
system, except as may be expressly permitted in writing from the author.Printed in the United
States of AmericaPublished by Book Marketeers.comAlice Julia Culver 1851-1937 – Her LifeAs
told by her great-granddaughterAbove page written by her daughter Glenn.PrologueNo one
aspires to being ordinary, though most of us have rather ordinary aspirations: to grow up, to grow
old, to have relationships, to have enough money (whatever that means.) However, society, not
ourselves, labels us as “ordinary.” Some can take ordinary things and make them extraordinary,
like Van Gogh. Some live-in extraordinary times or places. Alice Julia Cooling Culver, my great-
grandmother fits this latter category. Maybe you will be inspired by what an ordinary person did
in times of dramatic change.Alice was a mid-19th Century woman – a girl, a sister, an aunt, a
wife, a mother, and grandmother. She lived to be a mid-20th Century one. In her lifetime, she not
only heard about the history, but she also lived it. She was an immigrant before immigrants
passed through Ellis Island. She was a homesteader on the Dakota prairie. She was an artist
who glazed porcelain with dreamy botanicals. She played hymns and Beethoven on the piano.
She sewed entire wardrobes. She lived through the Civil War, the Spanish American War, World
War I, the Great Depression, and to the onset of World War II. Electric lights, radios, telephones,
records, automobiles, and airplanes were not only invented in her lifetime; they became
commercially used by “ordinary” people like her.This is my version of her life and times.Athena,
the Greek Goddess of Wisdom setting fire to the weapons of war. Statue given to Alice by her
sister Elizabeth Cooling.(From the family collection)Table Of ContentsChapter 1- But First…
Chapter 2 - Dorset, England – What Is Wrong With My DNA Test?Chapter 3 - East Lulworth –
Welds and CoolingsChapter 4 – CourtshipChapter 5 – More Coolings And East Lulworth
LifeChapter 6 – The First To LeaveChapter 7 – Those Who StayedChapter 8 – The Family
LeavesChapter 9 – The New WorldChapter 10 – Alice As A Young WomanChapter 11 – Meet
The In-LawsChapter 12 – Changes to ShopiereChapter 13 – HomesteadingChapter 14 - Sioux
FallsChapter 15 – Father In The White CityChapter 16 – Back East (Of The Mississippi)Chapter
17 – Rockford ReduxChapter 18 – The Son-in-LawChapter 19 – Love, War, and LossChapter 20
– Living The Jazz AgeChapter 21 – Crash!Chapter 22 – FinaleLaterAbout The AuthorChapter 1-
But First…I realize, this story will never end as in being complete. As more people research and
more resources are available online, the amount of data expands. For me, data that was once
meaningless has become information as I have gotten to “know” the family and our relations
better. My research started decades ago when my resources were family members, and my
tools were a protractor, a compass, and a pencil to diagram the family trees. Likely unfamiliar
tools for today’s geometry students.Sometimes documents of mine resurface after being stored
away. Such is the case of three pages of notes written by my grandmother about her mother’s
family – Alice Cooling’s family – the subject of this story. Her daughter Glenn wrote the notes in
pencil on newsprint grade paper. I have included them to demonstrate the challenges of original



documents. Faint to read, changing spelling and word usage over time, and misstatements of
facts can be prevalent in original documents. Any that appear in this book are my transcriptions. I
have maintained their original spelling and punctuation. In the following document, my remarks
are in italics. I have identified relationships and deviations from the truth.Grandma Culver’s
Relations As Recalled By Her Daughter Glenn Culver MooreTranscribed from her notes in pencil
written circa 1960. Glenn’s Notes appear in standard format with no editing. My fact checking is
in Italics.Her Grandmother on her mother side’s name was Burt. She married Thomas Woodrow.
It is that fact ex-President Woodrow Wilson was related through this. Alice Cooling Culver’s
grandmother on her mother’s side was Hester/Esther Turner who was the first wife of William
Woodrow. No evidence so far of a relationship to Woodrow Wilson. Children Ann, Mary &
Elizabeth. Yes, and many more! Esther, Martha, Edmund, Charles … Mary married a Corbin who
moved to Australia and became quite rich. Some Woodrows did emigrate to Australia. Eliz
married a Baptist minister. Not certain but Mary & Elizabeth may be mixed. Ann married John
Cooling whose mother’s name it is that was Speck. Correct. Hannah Speck. The family, in
general, felt above work. Just saying, an interesting comment! One of Ann’s cousin’s name was
Burt who was a great Architect and was knighted by Queen Victoria. Also, one cousin was
Sheriff of London. Wm Pitt of the English Parliament was a distant relation of Ann and her sisters.
So far, no evidence to support any of this. Ann was born on the Isle of Weight. Ann was born and
baptized in Swanage. Her daughter Elizabeth lived for a while on the Isle of Wight. The other
relative (not her sister) lived in Swanage. John Cooling’s great Grandfather’s name was Sir John
Sutton of Sutton Ct. England who left an estate of 45,000 Pounds in Chancery which should
have gone to John Cooling’s oldest brother Frank who was lost at sea. It is that that Sir John
Sutton’s sister by the name Langdown got the money. John Cooling’s father was also named
John. His grandfather was William Cooling and possibly his great grandfather was also named
William. No knights among them. It could be true on the maternal side.Another of mother’s
cousin by name of King (who lived in Swanage) was a surveyor who went out to Washington
State & built a fort out at Centralia in 1856. The fort is now in one of Centralia’s parks. A surveyor
named King was a founder of Centralia, Washington. Thomas Woodrow Cooling, his sister
Esther Cooling Sears and her husband George Sears ended up living in Centralia, Washington.
It is possible they were related to the Kings. There were many people named King in Swanage,
Dorset, but I have not found anyone in our tree with that surname. The Kings may have been kin
or relations in another way. The Cooling genealogy could be obtained at West Kensington in
London somewhere. Elizabeth Cooling was a servant in the Kensington area of London. She
was the daughter of John and Ann Cooling. Otherwise, I do not see a connection.Ann Cooling
had Martha, Mary Ann, Elizabeth, William, Thomas Woodrow, Esther, Louise, Emma, Alice who
was born on Nov 15, 1851. Correct. Martha married a Dawson who was secretary of a fine
English estate who was a widower, had (5+2 children 1 died in Belgium-very smart. Ted lives in
Santa Barbara-a master mechanic who grew quite rich. Martha lived in Shrewsbury; Eng. Martha
married Richard Dawson. He had a daughter named Mary prior to their marriage. Martha and he



had 5 children together. One, named Edward emigrated to Iowa and eventually ended up in
Santa Barbara, CA. I have found no connection to Belgium. Mary Ann married Richard Champ
who went to the Bluecoat School of England. They lived in Escanaba Mich. Mr. Champ was a
pilot of a boat. Yes, Mary Ann married Richard Champ and they lived in Escanaba, Michigan.
The Bluecoat School was an academy far from Dorset. It seems unlikely he attended school
there, but it is possible. In Escanaba, Michigan, he was first a fisherman on the Great Lakes and
then a brewer. Next, she switches family and generations back to John Cooling’s siblings.There
were James & Julia & another who died in the west who might have been named Charlie. Yes,
there was a James Cooling who was John’s brother as was Charles. I do not have a record of a
Julia. James went to Byron, Illinois as an early settler. Charles joined Richard who went to
Wisconsin. Back to John and Ann’s children… Elizabeth was the companion for 25 years to a
rich English-Catholic lady who traveled a great deal. The name was Chichester and had homes
in London and other places. Yes, Elizabeth was a servant of a high level for Lady Chichester in
Kensington. Bill came to America early. His right hand was nearly burned off in a candle when a
child. He was also kicked with a horse and had fits until 20. He married a French-Canadian by
the name Lisa Vibbard, lived in Carthage S.D. had several children all quite brilliant. One went
crazy and another died of TB. William Cooling, “Bill”, came to the United States in 1852. He
arrived at the port of New Orleans. His wife was Eliza Chebeneaux. William’s family and his
sister Alice’s were founders of Carthage, S.D. during the homesteading days.Tom came to
America when 16, married Sarah Dickerman-4 children. Horace has his father’s property in
Centralia. Walter is an attorney in Chicago. Wilfred in the upholstery business in Rockford.
Clifford was in the Navy - was buried at sea. Tom was 15 or 16 when he came to the United
States. His wife was Sara Nickson. They had 4 children. Walter became an attorney in Chicago,
Wilfred was in the upholstery business. Horace may have inherited property in Washington state.
Clifford died while in the Navy.Perhaps some of the other descendants can set me straight on
my conclusions. I hope they do! The point of including this document is to demonstrate how
inaccurate family stories are and how difficult some original documents are to read.I can only
wish that instead of writing about these relations, Glenn Culver Moore would have provided
more information about her own mother.Chapter 2 -Dorset, England –What Is Wrong With My
DNA Test?When I grew up there were family stories and personal experiences (from my mother,
grandmother, and great uncle), letters, and history books informing me about my Cooling/Culver/
Moore ancestors. I knew my mother’s family originated in Britain. My father’s family came from
Germany mid19th Century. Both immigrations predated Ellis Island and the images that live
through photography. On my father’s side, I had fewer personal sources. Research from
Germany was not as accessible. Besides, at the time I first got interested, my boyfriend was an
Anglophile who could map his relationship to the royal family. Obviously, that was an excellent
reason to focus on my mom’s family.Spoiler alert! No royalty and no infamy so far in my research
of my family.Back when I was a teen, my cousin on my mom’s side made significant advances.
She traveled to the known family places in the United States and Canada to read tombstones



and investigate local sources. (Incredibly, some of this hard work was stolen out of her car!) She
is so proficient in this type of research, she helped others do the same for many years as part of
her career.Decades later, the local Church of the Latter-Day Saints made their records available
to the public. I homed in on Alice Julia Cooling Culver - where she came from and where she
lived. Several times I had been to places in Illinois and Wisconsin with my mother that were
either hubs of family activity or cemetery sites. I used those experiences to vet what I saw in the
LDS database.In 2001, I went to England. Added to our driving trip was a morning at the
Dorchester library where there were original sources about life where my great grandmother and
her siblings were born…where her father worked, and the family lived. Part of the rest of that day
was spent in East Lulworth, Dorset, Alice’s family birthplace.More time passed…my ability to
explore exploded with the Internet. I have been able to travel virtually to locations and sources. I
still aspire to see more first-hand of what remains from so long ago.Not long ago in all this, I
received the first iteration of results from my DNA test through Ancestry.com. I did not really
expect surprises. Much, not all, of my family’s history in the United States is known. I was
interested in what happened in the “way back.”Results. Ancestry says there are “meaningful
clusters of similarity.” Despite generations in North America, my results were not going to say,
“typical American of European descent.” As they refine their methods and get more participants,
the results change and will continue to do so. From the beginning, a large (expected) component
of my heritage is German but some of that in more recent reports are switching out to
Scandinavia. The rest is English, Irish, Scots, and more Scandinavian. Nobody on my trees
came directly from Scandinavia (Sweden, Norway, or Denmark). Ah, but people in England,
Ireland, and Scotland (and Germany, Poland, the Baltic states, and Russia) have that
background! That has been the “big reveal” in my ancestry.These places, now countries, were
more diverse in prehistory and documented history than I expected prior to writing Alice’s story.
Hopefully, a brief history lesson can illustrate possible explanations for the DNA mystery.Alice
Julia Cooling was born in 1851 in East Lulworth, Dorset, England. It was the height of the British
Empire. No others have spanned the globe to its degree. Victoria was queen (and empress).
And, just for fun, at the same time - Charles Dickens had completed “David Copperfield” and
Charles Darwin was still working on his theory of natural selection/evolution.The diversity of the
British Empire is much in evidence in the present-day people and culture of England. In remote
Dorset in 1851, the diversity was not nearly as obvious and had had centuries to assimilate
creating the “English.” The point of this chapter is to show “English” is not much simpler than
being an “American.” It is a difference of ingredients.Alice, her siblings, her father, and his
siblings were born in East Lulworth. Dorset is a shire or county on the coast of south-central
England. Finding her hometown requires a detailed map of England. (Yes, there is also a West
Lulworth. Doesn’t it seem like small places like to add a direction in front of their names to sound
important?)Tiny though it is, East Lulworth is significant to my family’s history. I have seen the
building where the Cooling family lived and where Alice was born. I do not know that detail about
my parents! And where I was born has been built over.Both East and West Lulworths are located



on what is known as the Jurassic Coast of Dorset, England. The coastal cliffs extend for miles
and miles and are the remains of the breakup of the supercontinent Pangea about 200 million
years ago. Some place in North America was once attached to this European coastline. In
between lies the Atlantic Ocean. Odd to think, the Scottish Highlands are a continuation of the
Appalachian Mountains.This split occurred hundreds of million years ago. Pre people and many
life forms we know when. But, like cracks in the road in our neighborhood, the process started
small. There was no “North America Exit” launch date. Boom! Let’s go! Enough of this “Old
World.” It took millions of years to establish the continents as we know them today and they are
still on the move. For perspective, it was about 3 million years ago our ancestors were walking
upright in Africa so “we” did not have to pick a side.Compared with other parts of the globe, the
British Isles were comparatively late to have any people. It may have been nearly the same time
and process for Britain as it was for America by people from Asia. Some hunters/gatherers may
have followed the game over ice and dry land before the end of the Ice Age. They would have
found lots of animals to hunt and no human competition. They lived in basic family or small tribal
groups. Life for them was “us” and “not us” vs. any more sophisticated organization. Circa
10-15,000 years ago (the dates keep being pushed back).The “Bronze Age” people were named
for their technology. (I hope we are not the “cell phone people”). It took over a thousand years for
Bronze Age culture and technology to reach Britain from its origin in eastern Europe and the
Middle East. The people brought their knowledge and skills in metallurgy, agriculture, astronomy,
early writing, and mathematics.A seagoing vessel circa 1550 B.C. has been discovered in
England. It was at least 31 feet long and capable of carrying tons of goods. This was part of that
technology. In the 2500 to 800 B.C.E., the pool of “English” people could now include
Phoenicians, Greeks, Spaniards, and northern Africans, as well as nearby French and other
northern Europeans. Those countries did not exist and would not for centuries but those define
the areas where these people were from. They reached Britain. Some stayed. People of this time
were those who built Stonehenge and buried some of their dead in barrows. The society they
formed is sometimes called “the beaker people” based on the type of pottery they made. They
have been described as “small and dark” as people. In Ireland, they are thought by some to be
the basis of “the little people.”Cattle were the first type of agriculture in the islands. They were
followed by other livestock, and crops of wheat, lentils, and millet. Dorset had one of the milder
climates on the isles so presumably could have become an early supplier to other groups of
people. Woven clothes of wool and flax replaced skins. By our terms, change was slow. By
human time on earth, it was fast. Having reliable food sources meant the birth of “leisure time.”
Since there was no internet, people could spend more time on art and building for which there
was no practical outcome. Stonehenge (about 50 miles from East Lulworth) and Avenbury were
built for spiritual and social purposes. Other stones are found in Brittany, Scotland, and Ireland.
Ideas were getting around. They involved architecture, mathematics, and astronomy. These
concepts would have been passed on orally. Not at all a small feat.While other Europeans, North
Africans, and people from the Middle East came, traded, and a few stayed, around 500 B.C. a



large group of ethnically similar folks move in to stay.Relentlessly pushed east from origins in
today’s Austria, the Celts reached the British Isles. Today Celts are associated with the Scots,
Irish, Welsh, Bretons, and a basketball team (pronounced with a soft “C”). (Why?) The Celts
added their culture and craftsmanship to Dorset. Their migrations took place over many
generations until they became the dominant group over the Britons (all the previous peoples).
However, the various Celtic tribes did not get along much better with each other than with
outsiders.The first military invasion of England that can be pinpointed exactly in time was in 55
B.C.E. by the Roman legions of Julius Caesar. Caesar was big on promoting his “brand” and
wrote his version of his wars in Gaul and his invasion of Britain, so we know this is true. Well,
mostly. This was no raid for wives, slaves, or valuables. It was planned, coordinated, and had two
goals. It was to serve Rome and it was to cinch Caesar’s advancement from consul to emperor.
He achieved both. The latter must have felt great until it did not.Caesar already had experience
fighting Celts. The Gauls in France were Celts. Paris and Belgium are two places named after
their Celtic tribes. When the Romans arrived in England, they called the old Britons Durotriges
so they apparently were not totally assimilated or eliminated by the Celts. The Celtic tribe
encountered on the Thames the Romans called the Londinois for which London is named.
“Durotriges” just seems to have disappeared over time. Too hard to pronounce or no advocate
group.The area of present-day Dorset was considered a great prize by the Romans. With their
shallow draft ships, they began exporting Dorset grain back to Rome. Along the Dorset coast,
they mined Purbeck marble for export as well. As they did elsewhere in their empire, the
Romans introduced their laws, language, architecture, and technology. Roman built roads are
still being discovered.Like the United States, being Roman was also not based on heredity nor
hailing from Rome itself. When areas were annexed to the empire, usually their citizens became
citizens of Rome. There was a catch. That also meant they were required to serve the empire.
Men in the Roman legions (military forces) were recruited from all parts of the empire.In Britain,
the occupying “Roman” forces could have been from modern-day Turkey, Greece, France,
Germany, Spain as well as from today’s Italy. The legionnaires did not come as colonists. They
did not expect to spend their lives in Britain, but their terms of service ranged from 6 to 20 years
so they may have ended up there. Members of the Roman ruling class or aristocracy were
brought in as governors. They were granted land and built villas using Roman methods. They
brought their family members. In front of Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris, underground is an
excavated Roman home that had a central heating system. All that was needed is slaves to keep
the fires going. This is the type of home the upper classes would have had in Britain. Slaves also
were obtained when a foe was conquered.The occupiers had relationships with local women.
Not just doing their laundry. Over several centuries there were thousands of legionnaires. That
meant the opportunity for a lot of relationships from Dorset to Scotland. Cities and towns that
end in “Chester” today were once Roman camps. That would include Winchester and
Dorchester in Dorset.Centuries passed; Roman influence from Rome itself waned. Britain was
too far from authorities to control. To supplement the legions, Rome started to recruit (super



scary) Germanic tribes as mercenaries to keep the citizens in line. After about 400 years, Rome
downsized the empire. The city of Rome had more immediate issues, like actual barbarians at
the gates. In Britain, soldiers, minor government officials, and landowners, camp followers, even
slaves, had centuries of children born to them all. These were absorbed and blended into
society. Eventually, regardless of their origins, they were found in all walks of life.Any celebration
of the Roman departure by the locals was much overshadowed by events in the 5th and 6th
centuries. The coastlines of Britain became a target of new conquerors. Dorset’s Jurassic Coast
harbors were perfect for the ships of those invaders: Angles, Saxons, and Jutes - Germans or
Danes of today. Like the Roman legions, these men were professional fighters. It was not a
conquest for land. Instead, the locals were viewed as easy pickings for whatever they had,
including themselves as slaves to be sold. One such person who was probably who is thought to
be a Brit raised in a Roman household was sold in Ireland. He went on to become St. Patrick.As
always, some of the new invaders stayed. In some cases, they became the ruling classes.
Dorset became part of the Angle-Saxon Kingdom of Wessex. In the 9th Century, Dorset took
center stage for the first and so far, only time in British history. Alfred the Great (“great” used very
sparingly by the English) repelled a Danish, AKA, “Viking” invasion at Wareham, Dorset. The
Angles put the country on the path to becoming Angle-land or England.Over the next century or
so, just like their predecessors, those marauding Danes who settled down in Britain were now
just “the neighbors.” People from the north, some called “Super Vikings,” conducted invasions
and slaughters. Rather than just taking wealth and slaves (some sold as far away as the Middle
East), they had a greater goal – the conquest of people and territory along the Roman lines. This
area, then that, of Britain, would have Viking rulers. The island was ruled by “Anglo-
Scandinavians.”1066 brought a seismic change. Early Britons, Celts, Empire-wide Romans,
Anglo-Saxons, and Scandinavians had blended into the human landscape of England. They
identified as “English.” The Anglo-Scandinavian ruler Harold repelled an invasion from the Viking
north and then, a few weeks later, lost one fateful day (we know exactly when. October 14, 1066)
in the south to a Norman, William, who became “the Conqueror” as a result. Normans also had
been Vikings a few generations before when they had sacked Paris and settled in western
France. With William, there was a whole new leadership team as would be said in business.The
next few decades brought changes to the island at a record pace - leadership, language,
architecture among them. William promptly built castles all over England and Wales to ensure
his control. One was Corfe Castle, about 5 miles east of East Lulworth, Dorset. What remains
over 1000 years later is a tourist destination.King William, by then known as “the Conqueror”,
which was better than his previous nickname “William the Bastard,” enjoyed hunting in the
forests of Dorset. Once again, Dorset proved to be an excellent asset. In an area of East
Lulworth, a deer park was built. The deer would live in the woods and breed to be rounded up
slaughter. Horsemen stampeded them into an ever-narrowing trap for killing. Hundreds at a time
would be processed as food for the kingdom. An upscale area near where I live today is called
Deer Park. I am sure the developers had no idea what the name actually confers.Besides



hunting, agriculture, continental trade, marble mining was still important as it had been since
before the Romans arrived.Despite efforts by Napoleon and Hitler, the Normans were the last
military invaders of Dorset and Britain. William’s successful military leaders were rewarded with
titles and estates in England that had been won in battle. William’s heirs became the
Plantagenet kings.Ruins of Corfe Castle which guarded the Purbeck Marble operationsThere
was another invasion; one of equal importance. There are no leaders of this invasion. The 13th
Century brought bubonic and pneumonic plagues throughout Europe. Death was usually quick
and ghastly. In Britain, communities would let no one in and no one out until the plague had run
its course. Some villages were obliterated. Unlike Monty Python, it was not funny. It was the most
fearful invasion of all. This unseen enemy reduced the population of Dorset by a third. This
enemy did not care how important you were, whose loved ones you were, or your age. There
were few preventions, no cures, and no effective treatments. It was a terror.The above paragraph
was written before the pandemic started in 2020.Dorset’s apex for world political recognition
may have been in the 9th Century with Alfred the Great. Its economic contribution has continued
to be important to England for centuries.Lesson learned. Recently, I heard a historian say the
United States is a nation based on ideas, not blood - anyone can be an “American.” I have
concluded being “English” is much more like that than I thought. Having ancestors from a coastal
area makes the mix of my DNA sources credible.Chapter 3 -East Lulworth – Welds and
CoolingsMy family lived for several generations in East Lulworth, Dorset. Why they did ties
directly to another family, the Welds.In 1641 Humphrey Weld, grandson of the Lord Mayor of
London, purchased an estate. The Welds were an old, distinguished English family. They were
untitled members of the upper class. At that time, Charles I was the King and Defender of the
Faith for the Church of England (protestant) but his French wife, like the Welds, was Catholic.
Timing was bad for Humphrey as almost immediately after his purchase, England plunged into
civil war for nearly a decade. Parliament vs. the King, Protestants vs. Catholics. Different
protestants vs. each other. It was violent and complicated.During that time, the Weld’s lost
possession of the Lulworth property as the area was mostly in protestant hands (AKA
“Roundheads” during the war). The Roundheads won. Charles I had the unique and unenviable
distinction of being the first and only king of England to be executed. Although another property
they owned was ruined, the Welds were extremely fortunate that East Lulworth remained intact
and was restored to them following the war. It has remained in the Weld family ever since –
nearly 500 years as of this writing.For a time, my family’s fortunes were tied to that of the
Welds.Photo from the Family CollectionThe property came with a home. Although it looks like it
dates from the Crusades, Lulworth Castle was built to be a hunting lodge in the early 1600s.
Inigo Jones, the superstar architect of the English Renaissance, designed it to resemble a
medieval castle or fortress (with all the amenities of a 17th-Century home!). It took 80 years to
build.The estate supported its own people and sold a significant surplus. England has many
places like East Lulworth – an estate home with a neighborhood of a dozen or so stone homes
for the workers who supported it. These were referred to as “cottages” but were often large. So



were their families.The Welds were generous people. In the late 18th Century, they provided
homes for refugees of the French Revolution, for exiled Jesuits, and for Trappist Monks. They
aided the Poor Clare’s order of nuns in England. Each May the widows of Lulworth were
allocated an annual stipend. It is said that Thomas Weld gave half his wealth to charity. He also
obtained permission from King George III (yes, Americans, that George) to build a standalone
Catholic chapel in East Lulworth. Completed in 1789, St. Mary’s Chapel was the first such
Catholic chapel built in England since Henry VIII.Photo from the Family CollectionAlthough
legally things were easing up, being Catholic was still not the easy choice in England. They were
identified as “recusants.” Or worse. Many English people held anti-Catholic views. Charles
Dickens, for example, was anti-Catholic and anti-Jew. (Lest it be too far in the rearview mirror,
even in this century, Tony Blair waited until 2007 after he had ended his term as Prime Minister
before he publicly converted to Catholicism.) The Welds were true to their faith through centuries
of conflict. In 1830, the son of the “chapel building” Thomas Weld (my identification), also named
Thomas Weld, became the first English Cardinal following the Reformation. There were Welds
who were generous and ones who committed themselves to their faith. Not necessarily exclusive
of that, there were wealthy Welds who hosted people such as the King and members of his
court, exiled French royalty, and the Duke of Gloucester. The Welds were part of an intimate,
supportive, social circle of people like themselves – wealthy, Catholic landowners. My family the
Cooling’s directly benefited from these relationships.It was when the “chapel building” Thomas
Weld was in charge that my great great, great grandfather, Alice’s grandfather, John Cooling
came to live in East Lulworth. Best guess was he was born in 1770 in Blandford Forum, Dorset,
a market town 18 miles away. There are many Cooling in records there, but I have been
unsuccessful in working out the relationships. It is possible 1770 John Cooling of Blandford
Forum is not my family’s John. There are numerous Coolings and John Coolings in Dorset.
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